
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

NIELSEN HOLDINGS PLC, 

Plaintiff 

v. 

COMSCORE, INC. 

Defendant. 

17 Civ. 

COMPLAINT 

COMPLAINT 

Nielsen Holdings pic ("Nielsen"), by its undersigned attorneys, Paul, 

Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison LLP, alleges as follows: 

Nature of the Action 

1. Nielsen brings this action to obtain the provisional injunctive relief 

provided for in its contract with comScore, Inc. ("comScore") to prevent comScore from 

making unauthorized use of Nielsen's confidential, proprietary, commercially sensitive 

technology and data to compete against Nielsen in the business of providing linear 

television audience measurement or TV ratings. 

2. In that contract (the "Remedial Agreement" or the "Agreement"), 

the parties agreed to binding arbitration of all disputes, and also agreed that, pending 

arbitral relief, this Court could award provisional relief. 

3. Such relief is necessary to preserve the status quo because 

comScore has announced unambiguous plans to breach the terms of the Remedial 

Agreement and to irreparably alter the television audience measurement market in which 

Nielsen participates. 
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4. In the Remedial Agreement, Nielsen granted comScore a right to 

use Nielsen's proprietary Portable People Meter™ ("PPM") data, valuable person-level 

viewing and listening data, in one limited context: to provide services in the "Cross-

Platform" market. 

5. The Remedial Agreement defines "Cross-Platform Services" as 

requiring, at a minimum, both television and online audience measurements. For the 

avoidance of doubt, the Remedial Agreement further states that PPM data cannot be used 

for "individual, stand-alone services." Thus, comScore is precluded by the Remedial 

Agreement from using Nielsen's PPM data to compete with Nielsen in the provision of 

linear television audience measurement in the absence of material online audience 

measurement. 

6. Nonetheless, in breach of the Agreement, comScore has announced 

plans to offer a service called "Extended TV," which will provide television audience 

measurement in the absence of online audience measurement for virtually all 

programming and the vast majority of networks. Nothing in the Remedial Agreement or 

any other contract between the parties permits comScore to do that. Indeed, the 

Agreement explicitly bars comScore from using PPM data for "individual, stand-alone 

services" like linear television measurement services. 

7. comScore's introduction of Extended TV to the market would 

clearly violate Nielsen's rights under the Agreement, and, if comScore is not enjoined, 

Nielsen will suffer irreparable harm to its business through loss of important customers 

and decreased market share. Nielsen is entitled to injunctive relief to prevent such harm. 
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8. As required by the contract, Nielsen has filed for arbitration to 

establish comScore's breach of contract and to obtain permanent relief preventing 

comScore from making unauthorized use of Nielsen's intellectual property to compete 

directly against Nielsen's own linear television services. Recognizing the potential harm 

to Nielsen in precisely this situation and the need for urgent injunctive relief, Section 11.4 

of the Remedial Agreement specifically permits a party, pending resolution of arbitration, 

to ask "the courts of any applicable jurisdiction to immediately issue a pre-arbitral 

injunction to maintain the status quo." 

9. comScore's planned use of Nielsen's PPM data in Extended TV to 

offer a linear television measurement without material online measurement—in violation 

of the Remedial Agreement—requires Nielsen to ask this Court to enjoin comScore from 

pursuing introduction of Extended TV until this matter can be resolved through 

arbitration. 

The Parties 

10. Plaintiff Nielsen is a corporation organized under the laws of the 

Netherlands, with its principal place of business at 85 Broad Street, New York, 

New York 10004. 

11. Defendant comScore is a corporation organized under the laws of 

Delaware, with its principal place of business at 11950 Democracy Drive, Suite 600, 

Reston, Virginia 20190. 

Jurisdiction and Venue 

12. The Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this action pursuant 

to 28 U.S.C. § 1332, because there is diversity of citizenship between the parties and the 

amount in controversy exceeds $75,000, exclusive of costs and interest. 
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13. The Court has personal jurisdiction over comScore because, in 

Section 11.5 of the Remedial Agreement, it agreed to exclusive jurisdiction and venue in 

the federal and state courts of the State of New York, New York County. 

14. Venue properly lies in this Court both through the Remedial 

Agreement, and pursuant to28U.S.C. § 1391, because a substantial part of the events 

giving rise to the claims have occurred and/or will occur in this district. 

Relevant Facts 

The Business of Television Ratings 

15. Television advertising is a highly lucrative industry in the United 

States. Advertisers spend billions of dollars each year on television time slots wherein 

they can "pitch" their products to millions of television viewers around the country. 

16. When deciding what spots to buy for their commercials and 

negotiating what to pay for them, advertisers use television audience measurement or 

"TV ratings," which are available from media research companies like Nielsen. In 

Nielsen's case, it offers ratings at various viewing levels, including by network, program, 

airing and viewing minute. 

17. Media research companies that wish to provide audience 

measurement ratings generally collect data by recruiting panels of viewers constituting a 

representative cross-section of homes, and using statistical methodologies to extrapolate 

general viewing habits. In Nielsen's case, these representative samples are recruited both 

for the nation as a whole and for 210 local markets (national and local ratings 

respectively). The ratings reflect the entire population of TV households based on 

characteristics like age, gender, race, economic status, cable status, and other 

characteristics. Advertisers care not only how many people are viewing a particular 
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program, but also the demographic make-up of that audience. The data collected from 

viewing panels can be observed and broken down for analysis on a minute-by-minute 

basis. 

18. The person-level data that yields person-based measurements can 

be collected from viewer panels using a variety of techniques or systems. 

19. Nielsen has traditionally used two principal methods: (a) viewer 

diaries, in which the panelists self-record their viewing habits for smaller local markets, 

and (b) People Meters, which are electronic devices that gather the viewing habits of a 

home by connecting a "box" that records viewing data to a remote control with a personal 

"viewing button" for each member of a household. 

20. Audience measurement can record not just how many people are 

viewing a particular program but also who is in the viewing audience. This information 

can be recorded by household, wherein the audience measurement system records the 

programming viewed on a household television without recording which individual 

members of the household are actually watching. However, companies that provide 

audience measurement services are also able to measure an audience on a person-by-

person basis, wherein they record the unique viewing practices of individuals within the 

house. 

21. Person-level data can also be recorded using PPM technology. 

PPM technology uses a small, unobtrusive electronic device that individual panelists 

wear during their day while consuming media to measure their exposure to encoded 

audio signals. As described below, Arbitron has implemented PPM technology. 
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22. comScore offers TV audience measurement services of its own 

based on data harvested from cable and satellite set-top boxes. However, those set-top 

boxes capture information at the household level rather than the person level. This 

renders them less desirable for use as TV ratings and as a currency for advertising sales. 

Nielsen 

23. Nielsen "provides to clients a comprehensive understanding of 

what consumers watch and what they buy and how those choices intersect." 

24. Among other things, Nielsen provides television, online, mobile, 

and cross-platform audience measurement services to media companies, advertisers, and 

advertising agencies. 

25. Nielsen is the market-leading provider of linear television audience 

measurement services in the United States. Nielsen's television audience ratings serve as 

the industry benchmark for determining the size and demographic composition of 

television audiences. 

26. While television programming has become available online in 

recent years, online viewing is a very limited percentage of viewing of television 

programming and the vast majority of advertising dollars are spent on traditional 

viewing. Indeed, Nielsen's television audience ratings are the primary "currency" by 

which the buying and selling of commercial airtime is negotiated. The demographics of 

who is watching TV are what advertisers care about, and it is how the TV networks make 

most of their money. They are crucial to the financial success of the broadcast networks, 

cable networks and cable operators. As a result, linear television ratings remain the 

currency for television advertising and the vast majority of the value in ratings. Cross-
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platform ratings that measure the limited additional online linear viewing are an 

additional service with some analytic value, but have little impact on revenue at this time. 

27. Nielsen's success is largely due to its high-quality measurement 

panels. Nielsen's panels are recruited to ensure representative and complete 

measurement of the market; this is an expensive and time-consuming process. 

Arbitron 

28. The contractual obligations forming the basis of this dispute arose 

out of Nielsen's acquisition of Arbitron Inc. ("Arbitron," c/k/a "Nielsen Audio, Inc." or 

"Nielsen Audio") (the "Acquisition"). As of the Acquisition, Arbitron was a leading 

media measurement and research company focused on providing audience measurement 

services for radio programming. 

29. Like Nielsen's ratings for television, Arbitron's radio ratings were 

the standard metric used by radio broadcasters and advertisers to buy and sell radio 

advertising. 

30. As of the Acquisition, Arbitron's PPM panel consisted of 

approximately 70,000 people whose exposure to programming was captured by 

proprietary PPM technology. Arbitron used its PPM technology to provide radio 

audience measurement services. 

31. Because PPM technology collects data by recording exposure to 

encoded audio signals, Arbitron realized that its PPM data also had the potential for use 

in measuring television audiences. However, Arbitron was not offering a linear 

television service. Instead, it was experimenting with using PPM technology and data to 

develop a cross platform service that would measure de-duplicated "cross-media" 

programming across television, the internet and other media. 
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Nielsen's Acquisition of Arbitron 

32. On September 12, 2013, following an investigation by the Federal 

Trade Commission ("FTC") of the proposed acquisition and its potential effect on the 

future market for syndicated cross-platform measurement services, Nielsen and Arbitron 

entered into a Consent Agreement, which implements a Decision and Order by the FTC 

(the "Order"). 

33. Nielsen Holdings pic is the successor in interest to Nielsen 

Holdings N.V., as the result of the August 31, 2015 merger of Nielsen N.V. and Nielsen 

Holdings pic in which Nielsen Holdings pic was the surviving entity. 

34. To resolve the Acquisition's alleged potential anticompetitive 

effects in the future market for national syndicated cross-platform audience measurement 

services, the purpose of the Order was, in part, "to ensure that [some market participant 

besides Nielsen] can offer Cross-Platform Services, with the goal of providing a national 

syndicated cross-platform audience measurement service, and to remedy the lessening of 

competition resulting from" the Acquisition. The Consent Order defined "Cross-

Platform Services" as: 

any U.S. service that measures viewing of content, for the purpose of 
determining the size and composition of the audience of such 
programming and/or advertising across multiple distribution platforms 
including, but not limited to, television, online, mobile, radio and tablets 
(or any other device that performs similar functions), but in all events 
measuring at least television and online, and related insights and 
analytics. (Emphasis added.) 

35. To fulfill this purpose, the Order required Nielsen to divest or 

otherwise provide access to certain assets related to Arbitron's cross-platform audience 

measurement project. This included access to PPM data and technology used to 

implement PPM data in the development of cross-platform services. Nielsen was to do 
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this through the execution of a remedial agreement with an acquiring entity (which was, 

at the time of the Order, not yet determined). 

36. On September 20, 2013, the Commission accepted the Consent 

Agreement and the Order for public comment; that comment period expired on 

November 12, 2013. 

37. On September 24, 2013, the FTC approved a monitor for the 

transaction (the "Monitor"). The Monitor's responsibilities include, but are not limited 

to, monitoring compliance with the obligations and related requirements of the Order and 

the intended remedial agreement, and supervising the performance of transition services 

required by the Order. 

38. The Acquisition closed on September 30, 2013. 

Nielsen's Agreement with comScore 

39. On January 15, 2014, to comply with the requirements of the 

Order, Nielsen entered in to a Master Services and License Agreement (the "Remedial 

Agreement" or the "Agreement") with comScore, the party identified as an appropriate 

buyer for the PPM data and related technology. 

40. The Remedial Agreement sets forth the terms of the divestiture and 

the parties' continuing obligations arising from it, including comScore's permitted uses 

of and obligations related to Nielsen's PPM data. 

41. Nielsen applied for FTC approval on January 17, 2014. The FTC 

issued an Order accepting the executed Consent Agreement, including the Remedial 

Agreement, on February 24, 2014. 
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The Remedial Agreement's Limitations on comScore's Use of PPM Data 

42. As in the Consent Agreement and Order, Nielsen agreed in the 

Remedial Agreement to provide data and services only for the purpose of allowing 

comScore to provide "Cross-Platform Services." (Emphasis added.) Section 2.3 of the 

Remedial Agreement explicitly requires that Nielsen grant to comScore "a perpetual. . . 

royalty-free, non-exclusive limited right and license, to access and use the Television 

Data, Radio Data and Calibration Panel Data collected in the U.S. . . . for the sole 

purpose of providing its customers with the Cross-Platform Services." (Emphasis 

added.) 

43. Like the Consent Order, the Remedial Agreement defines "Cross-

Platform Services" as requiring measurement of both television and online audiences. 

Specifically, it defines Cross-Platform Services as: 

any U.S. service that measures viewing of media content, for 
the purpose of determining the size and composition of the 
audience of such programming and/or advertising across 
multiple distribution platforms including television, online, 
mobile, radio and tablets (or any other device that performs 
similar functions), but in all events measuring at least 
television and online, and related insights and analytics. 
(Emphasis added.) 

44. Section 2.5 of the Agreement—its "Restrictions on Use" 

provision—makes clear that comScore is not permitted to disclose PPM data to any client 

or entity as "individual, stand-alone services" (with a narrow exception for one existing 

engagement by comScore that is not relevant here). 

45. Thus, the terms of the Remedial Agreement prevent comScore 

from using Nielsen's PPM data for linear television measurement services 

unaccompanied by material online measurement, both by defining Cross-Platform 
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Services as requiring measurement of both television and online audiences, and by 

explicitly stating that the data cannot be used for "individual, stand-alone services." 

46. This limitation was again made clear following the execution of 

the Remedial Agreement, when in December 2016, the Monitor issued "Guidelines for 

use of PPM Data by comScore," attached as Exhibit 1. These guidelines explicitly state 

that, under the terms of the Remedial Agreement in accordance with the Order, "[a]ny 

broadcast daypart/program measurement that does not have a material corollary online 

measurement cannot leverage Nielsen PPM information in any manner." They go on to 

state that comScore's "TV Essentials services (or any other comScore local or national 

TV measurement product) cannot, in any way, be calibrated, factored, combined with, or 

adjusted using Nielsen PPM data, panel characteristics or demographics," and that 

comScore cannot "deceptively suggest to clients that it can use Nielsen PPM data as a 

contributing factor in improving its TV measurement." comScore is in receipt of these 

Guidelines. 

The Remedial Agreement's Dispute Resolution Requirements 

47. Under Section 11.5 of the Agreement, Nielsen and comScore 

agreed that "any and all disputes arising out of or concerning [the] Agreement shall in the 

first instance be brought to the attention of senior executives of the Parties." 

48. If the dispute is not resolved at the senior executive level, the 

Parties must bring the dispute to the Monitor. 

49. If the dispute is not resolved by the Monitor within thirty (30) 

calendar days thereafter, the parties will be subject to binding arbitration administered by 

the Judicial Arbitration and Mediation Services ("JAMS") under its then-existing rules 

and procedures regarding commercial or business disputes (the "JAMS Rules"). 
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50. Notwithstanding the parties' agreement to enter in to binding 

arbitration, under Section 11.4 of the Agreement, any party is permitted to seek pre-

arbitral injunctive relief in the "courts located in New York County, New York" "to 

maintain the status quo or prevent irreparable harm." 

comScore's Unauthorized Use of PPM Data 

51. In 2016, Nielsen began to hear that comScore had told certain 

clients that it would soon be able to provide person-level demographics data for 

television audience measurement. Because comScore did not otherwise have the 

capability to record viewer data on a person-by-person basis (and thus could not provide 

person-level demographics data using its other measurement tools), it appeared to Nielsen 

that comScore intended to use PPM data to provide this service. 

52. Over the next few months, Nielsen's suspicions that comScore 

intended to make unauthorized use of PPM data were strengthened, as Nielsen employees 

began to hear that comScore was telling clients it would soon be using PPM data as a 

calibration source to create television audience measurement in local and national 

markets. 

53. In 2017, comScore admitted publicly at several industry events that 

it planned to provide person-level demographics data through its as yet unavailable 

Extended TV service. 

54. Although Extended TV had not been introduced to the market, 

comScore discussed it on a February 24, 2017 investor call, describing it primarily as a 

linear television service. 

55. On the call, comScore co-founder and CEO, Gian Fulgoni, stated 

that Extended TV provides "a TV-centric view of the world." He went on to distinguish 
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Extended TV from comScore's cross-platform service, noting that "along with Extended 

TV," comScore is "continuing to deliver our cross-media product, which combines and 

measures the audience for television programming content, along with all types of digital 

content, not just video," and he noted that certain enhancements in timeliness and 

reporting flexibility are expected to be "in place before year's end, that will enhance the 

delivery of both then our cross-media and Extended TV offerings." 

56. Examination of the intended scope of the Extended TV service 

reveals that Mr. Fulgoni's description of Extended TV as "a TV-centric view of the 

world" is accurate. 

57. In almost all circumstances, Extended TV will provide a linear 

television audience measurement with requisite demographics for broadcast 

daypart/program, but will fail to provide any material online audience measurement 

(instead reporting an online measurement of "zero" for almost all dayparts, programs, and 

episodes). comScore plans to produce demographic ratings of linear television where it 

attempts to measure online viewership of a program and cannot (either because 

viewership is so low that it is below minimal reporting standards or because no online 

viewing is observed). comScore also plans to do so where it has not even attempted to 

measure online viewing. 

58. Moreover, comScore itself has marketed Extended TV as a service 

for use in local and national television markets as a new linear television service. For 

instance, at a local television event held in Phoenix, Arizona on August 30, 2017, 

comScore asserted that it would provide person-based measurements through Extended 

TV, and noted that comScore's "current linear TV service" did not yet provide audience 
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measurement on a person-by-person basis. At that event, comScore did not describe 

Extended TV as being a cross-platform service or suggest it would include online 

audience measurement. Indeed, due to the low volume of online viewership in local 

television markets, comScore is almost certainly unable to provide any reportable online 

audience measurement. 

59. In sum, public information shows that, through its Extended TV 

service, comScore intends to make unauthorized use of PPM data to provide person-level 

demographics in a television audience measurement service with no legitimate cross-

platform content or use. 

Nielsen's Discussions with comScore about Unauthorized Use of PPM Data 

60. In early 2017, after hearing the marketplace rumors, Nielsen 

initiated discussions with comScore about its planned use of PPM data in the Extended 

TV service. By April 2017, Nielsen had informed senior executives at comScore that 

comScore's use of PPM data for its Extended TV service violated the Agreement. 

61. In these discussions, comScore admitted that it intends to use 

Nielsen's PPM data to provide person-level demographic data through Extended TV. It 

also admitted that, in most circumstances, it will use PPM data to generate a linear 

television audience measurement even when there is no measurable online audience. 

62. After lengthy and ultimately fruitless discussions of the issue, the 

parties escalated the dispute to the Monitor at the end of July 2017. Nielsen discussed the 

dispute with the Monitor on July 27, 2017. comScore met separately with the Monitor on 

August 2, 2017. 

63. On August 3, 2017, Nielsen requested that comScore describe how 

it would use PPM data in the Extended TV service and, in particular, "how Nielsen PPM 
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data is used to create and report a linear TV estimate when there is no corresponding, 

material online/digital estimate provided for a particular program or daypart." 

64. comScore responded in an August 8, 2017 letter, attached as 

Exhibit 2: it asserted that Extended TV falls within the Order's definition of "Cross-

Platform Services," even though, in most cases, it provides linear television 

measurements in the absence of online measurements. comScore asserts that this is not a 

breach of the Remedial Agreement because, in its view, reporting an online measurement 

of "zero" fulfills the requirement for a cross-platform service because "a zero is a rating 

that still provides insight." 

65. Unable to agree on what would constitute a material online 

audience measurement (and therefore having reached an impasse in their discussions), the 

parties agreed, in conjunction with the Monitor, to mediate the dispute on August 23, 

2017. However, following the mediation and several additional weeks of negotiation, 

Nielsen and comScore have remained unable to resolve the dispute. 

Nielsen's Arbitration Demand 

66. Following the breakdown of discussions between the parties—and 

having fulfilled the escalation process necessary for demanding arbitration under the 

Remedial Agreement, as discussed supra—Nielsen served an arbitration demand in 

accordance with JAMS Rules on September 22, 2017. A copy is attached as Exhibit 3. 

67. Now, under Section 11.4 of the Remedial Agreement, Nielsen is 

seeking pre-arbitral injunctive relief in this Court, in order to preserve the status quo 

during the pendency of arbitration. 
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Damage to Nielsen 

68. In Extended TV, comScore seeks to use Nielsen's intellectual 

property—its PPM data and related technology—to create a linear television 

measurement service that directly competes with Nielsen's own linear television 

measurement services. 

69. Indeed, over the last year, comScore has advertised itself as being 

on the verge of using Nielsen's PPM data to provide Nielsen-quality person-level data for 

television audience measurements at lower cost than Nielsen. This has created interest in 

comScore's product among significant market players, including many of Nielsen's 

largest clients. As noted above, while comScore today offers TV audience measurement 

services based on set-top box data, it lacks the critical person-level demographic data to 

turn those services into ratings that would compete effectively with Nielsen as currency 

for the advertising industry. comScore is essentially seeking to use the person-level 

information Nielsen captures through its PPMs to make itself a more effective competitor 

with Nielsen in linear TV. 

70. There is market indication that comScore has already had 

significant success in using this pitch to recruit customers, including current Nielsen 

clients. Indeed, several national networks are currently beta-testing Extended TV. 

Industry convention suggests that these beta-testers are likely to become Extended TV 

subscribers once the product is widely available. 

71. Moreover, one of Nielsen's longtime clients publicly announced in 

June of 2017 that it will exclusively use comScore's audience measurement services 

beginning in 2018, at approximately the time that comScore has announced that Extended 

TV will be available. Given that comScore plans to launch Extended TV in the next few 
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months, with the intention of having the product available at the end of 2017, it is 

possible that Nielsen will lose other clients, particularly given that Nielsen has several 

large client contracts up for renewal. 

72. comScore's marketing of Extended TV over that time—and its 

subsequent entry into the market—is likely to interfere with the renewal of those 

contracts, causing significant, potentially permanent damage to Nielsen's client 

relationships and market share. 

CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Breach of Contract) 

73. Nielsen repeats and re-alleges the allegations of Paragraphs 1 

through 72 of the Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 

74. The Remedial Agreement is an enforceable agreement that 

imposes upon comScore contractual obligations. 

75. Nielsen has complied with all material terms of the Remedial 

Agreement. 

76. comScore will breach the terms of the Remedial Agreement when 

its Extended TV service enters the market, because Extended TV uses PPM data to 

provide linear television measurement with no material digital corollary. 

77. Nielsen will be irreparably harmed if comScore breaches the 

Remedial Agreement. 

78. Under these circumstances, Nielsen is entitled to provisional 

injunctive relief to preserve the status quo and prevent such irreparable harm during the 

pendency of the arbitration required under the Remedial Agreement. 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Nielsen demands judgment against comScore as follows: 

(A) Preliminarily enjoining comScore, its officers, agents, servants, 

employees, attorneys, and all persons acting in concert or participation with comScore, or 

having actual notice of this Order, from any and all use of PPM data for any television 

measurement service, including Extended TV, or measurement of any programming that 

does not have a material online/digital audience measurement; 

(B) Preliminarily enjoining comScore its officers, agents, servants, 

employees, attorneys, and all persons acting in concert or participation with comScore, or 

having actual notice of this Order, from any and all continued beta-testing of the 

Extended TV service, to the extent that Extended TV uses Nielsen's PPM data to provide 

measurement of television programming in the absence of a material online/digital 

audience measurement; 

(C) Awarding Nielsen its attorneys' fees, costs, and disbursements 

incurred as a result of this action; and 

(D) Awarding Nielsen such further relief as the Court deems just and 

proper. 
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(D) Awarding Nielsen such further relief as the Court deems just and 

proper. 

Dated: New York, New York 
September 22, 2017 

PAUL, WESS. RIFKIND, WHARTON & GARRISON LLP 

By: 
Aidan Synnott (asyrm/aft^paulweiss.com) 
Erin J. Morgan (ejm^rgmi@paulweiss.com) 

1285 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, New York 10019-6064 
(212)373-3000 

Attorneys for Plaintiff Nielsen Holdings pic 
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